That is why these poems are so sad The long dead running over the fields The hawks will dive on us, the mother-hawk will come
In that age no one can save himself But a line which pictures "the ecstatic orifices closed to the blue stormlight,"
suggesting spiritual retreat from apocalyptic battering, is immediately followed by "the outer eighth-inch of the brain giving off smoke," an image of pain, but perhaps also an image of new spiritual vitality. As Bly explains in the Seventies essay "The Three Brains," the neo-cortex, the outer eighth-inch of brain tissue, was a fairly late development in human evolution and may contain the physical capacity for new growth. Bly describes this "new brain" as the center of spiritual activity as well as the most advanced analytic thinking. To this brain he opposes the ancient "reptile brain," the limbic node, which focuses entirely on survival, 
Hughes explains that "Gog" concerns "the dragon of Revelations," who is in the

